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To our members who rely on the hard copy of this little
booklet, we are still unable to send out printed copies
because of the Covid effect on our team of volunteer
printers. If you know someone who is wondering why
they haven’t had their copy in the post, please pass on
this news. For those who are able to view it on line,
you have the bonus off the full colour version, free of
charge!
What a strange and difficult time we are all going
through, and I hope you and your loved ones have not
been seriously affected, either in health or finance. I
have had to undergo 8 days self isolation after being
near someone who later tested positive, but fortunately
I wasn’t infected.
Cycling has, compared to many activities, not been
badly affected, with small groups of up to 6 able to
carry on riding together, although this has now changed
to just 2 people. In the interim period, some larger, but
still socially distanced group activities have gone
ahead, such as the President’s Ride (see inside).
A major casualty has been the social events and
meetings that so many folks enjoy, but in my opinion
the biggest loss is the Annual Mince Pie Meeting in
Belton. This will be first time in over 25 years we have
been unable to see each other at Christmas. With so
many crowded into the hall it would have been very
unwise, if not illegal, so the decision to cancel is
unavoidable.
Whilst overseas holidays have been hit hard, many of
us have been able to get away in the UK, so a change
of scenery has still been enjoyed.
Dave Binks

Club Runs from

35

Merry Christmas to you all

IN D EX
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From the Secretary
Neil Dixon
Due to the on-going situation, I have once
again, very little to report on my secretarial
duties. The committee has been unable to
meet in person, mainly due to the extended
quarantine of Leicester, and difficulties in
arranging an online meeting via Zoom,
Google Meet, etc. Therefore, there is little
to report, other than I hope to arrange a real
meeting soon.
Please note the cancellation of the various planned activities such as the
Mince Pie Meeting.
The Photo Competition is going “on line” (see separate notice) and the
AGM will have to move to a new date in 2021 once things settle down
a bit and we are once again able to meet in groups of more than a small
number. Please see the Group website for the latest information : -

www.ctclr.org.uk

New Cycle Chat Administrators
After many years of faithful work, Aileen Andrews, our Administrator,
the person who organises the finance and distribution side of Cycle
Chat, has handed over to the willing hands of Pete & Lyn Gale.
They will be handling all subscriptions and finances as well as actually
posting your copies out to you (when we can!), as and from now.
Pete & Lyn’s details are : Phone 01530 271665
Address: 6 Bluebell Close,
Donisthorpe, Swadlincote, Derbys DE12 7RW
lyntian@hotmail.co.uk
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President’s Notes
Jim Gerrard writes
This year’s cycling has certainly been
different, and some seemed to have coped
better than others. I personally prefer
riding in company which is why I joined
the club in the first place. (Can we still
call it a club?) With the earlier and
current restrictions, group riding has been
seriously curtailed. This is without the
mass cancellation of events and holiday
tours etc.
In spite of this I can report that although the President’s Ride in September
was cancelled as such due to the group riding of 6 maximum, I made it
known that I would be at the start and venues to welcome any one who
fancied a ride in the Market Bosworth area. I had prepared a planned route
sheet with the intended route should this be required to limit the 6 max
riders in groups if necessary.
With the day turning out sunny and warm a few riders had decided to meet
up even if not intending to join the ride. We left the Country Park and
Market Bosworth via the Deeping Lane and Gotham Lane passing through
Osbaston Hamlet after which we joined the B585 briefly back to Newbold
Verdon and Brascote before reaching Kirby Mallory. From there we
followed the open road over the fields back to the A447 and through Sutton
Cheney to turn off for the recently reopened Battlefield Tythe Barn café.
With plenty of outside tables and the weather being warm we met up with a
few more riders already there and we
enjoined our coffee and refreshments
together but at separate tables. With
plenty of chat it made for an
enjoyable meeting although not
everyone chose to ride with us for
the intended pub stop at Stoke
Golding.
Dropping down from the café we
passed under the Shenton aqueduct
and village to join Sibson Lane
Battlefield Centre Cafe
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before turning back to Upton and
crossing the Fen Lane on to Higham
Fields Lane crossing direct on to
Basin Bridge Lane alongside the
Ashby Canal.
After joining Hinckley Lane, we
cycled up to Wykin and turned left
into Stoke Lane and direct to the
George and Dragon in Stoke
Golding.
With plenty of outside seating and
table service this has proved to be a
frequent and regular stop for my
Lunch was taken in the George & usual groups lunch stop.
Dragon PH
After more chat and a pint whilst we
enjoyed our own food in the warm
sunshine we eventually moved off for our various ways back after what
turned out to be a very enjoyable day out.
As no doubt mentioned elsewhere in the magazine, both the AGM and
Carol Service are cancelled although the AGM is now planned for April
next year at present. The traditional Mince Pie meeting is also cancelled
which will prevent all the annual meeting of friends and acquaintances who
you do not see on a regular basis.
On a brighter note next year’s group trip has already been mentioned and
we hopefully will manage that. We are talking about later in the year to
give more chance that things will be more settled with the present situation
at least partially resolved.
Although this must be the time of year when next years plans are being
thought about, after the loss of this years trips it will be a bit of a dilemma
to book with any confidence anything requiring cash deposits at time of
booking.
Also on a good note I understand this issue is to be as a printed copy*
which will please a lot of people including myself. Although I can access
online, I prefer to pick up and put down at will without having to log on.
*(Editor’s Note - unfortunately this has not been possible due to Covid
restrictions on the printing volunteers that we use)
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Technical Topics
by Peter Witting

Buy online AND help your LBS!
We all value our Local Bike Shop for advice, servicing, sorting out
problems as well as regular sales. Sometimes you discover things when
browsing that never appear in magazines! During Covid-19 lockdown,
visits and browsing have been curtailed. While the shops may have been
busy dealing with essential workers’ bikes, they still need our support even
if we have been shopping online. I discovered that if you shop online with
Freewheel, you can designate their partner local bike shop to benefit from
your payment. What an excellent idea!
Winter Lighting
Cycling Plus for November 2020 reviewed 9 of the best front lights. My
choice for over the last year
has been the Cateye
Ampp1100. In the review it
only gained 3.5 stars out of 5,
(when reviewed by C+ last
February they gave it 4.5
stars!). Their review
commented “You can’t go
wrong with the dependable
Cateye heritage”, but that
there was lots of other kit out
there maybe cheaper. As all
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my bikes already had Cateye brackets, it made sense not to change. You
get 1100 lumens, (165 lux) at 5 metres, for £70 or less. I doubt you need
any higher rating for road use. The daylight flashing mode is its main
selling point for me. At 223gms it is not a lightweight, but otherwise can’t
be beaten; unless you do long night-rides when a modern hub dynamo
would be better. There is a range of Ampp models at lower prices for lower
output.
Gravel Biking Kit
Us “Cycle Tourists” have been so marginalised that even our own club
renamed itself “Cycling UK”! Kit that was appropriate for those who went
cycle-touring was sold under the MTB heading, not “For Touring Use”. If
you rode with clipless pedals, then your shoes were designed for off-road
adventures. That made them far heavier than the shoes used for racing. The
marketing folk have now created “Gravel Biking” as the trendy way to sell
more bikes – and more kit! The result is a range of shoes ideal for us cycletourists. The gravel bike shoes retain the studs that keep the cleats off the
floor when walking; but the shoe uppers are replaced with smart
lightweight designs from
the racing shoes. Most
shoe brands have
introduced a new range,
initially at high prices,
but watch out as they
will drop. On a
lightweight bike in
summer, the difference is
immediately noticeable.
That’s due to the weight
reduction of the rotating shoes. Shimano’s RX8 shoes, reviewed by
Cyclingnews.com as “featherweight”, are 1/3rd lighter than my old
Shimano MTB M089 shoes. They put “a spring in your step” – but a dent
in your bank balance at £185! (there is a black version as well as the
silver). The Giro Privateer is currently around half that price, while the
Fizik Terra X5 is just over £110 at the time of writing. Other brands are
much higher.
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This year’s Theme for the Annual
Photographic Competition is

Pub and Village Signs
This year, partly because of the cancellation of the AGM, and also to
try to get more participation, we are trying something different.
Instead of requiring entries to be in print form, which would usually
be on display at the AGM, we are asking for entrants to submit digital
entries “on line” in .jpeg format (the usual type for digital cameras).
They will then be posted on the internet for all to see, in Google
Photo Albums.
There is no entry fee but a maximum of 4 images per category will be
accepted from individual members.
The Google Albums will contain the warning that copyright remains
with the photographer and unauthorised reproduction is not
permitted, but there is no way that we can prevent anyone from
copying the images, so entrants must be prepared to accept this risk.
CATEGORIES :Class 1: Pictorial (Smith Trophy)
Class 2 Club Life - to include at least three cyclists (Alan Haywood
Rosebowl)
Class 3: Humorous (Sue Greaves Shield)
Class 4: Novice (member who has not previously entered a photo)
Class 5: Junior (under 18 on 31st December 2020)
Class 6: Theme of the year: “Pub and Village Signs in Leicestershire
or Rutland”. (George Clownes Tray)
Last date for entries 31st December 2020
Send your entries in jpeg format (including your name and
membership number) to : - photocomp@ctclr.org.uk
PLEASE MAKE IT CLEAR WHICH PHOTO GOES IN
WHICH CATEGORY.
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60 Years of Hostelling
Peter Hopkins reminisces…..
Part 1: Before Margaret
In Festival of Britain year I paid 10p to join the YHA (Youth Hostels
Association), and stayed in Youth Hostels (YH) for 4p per night! It was in April
1951 that I embarked on my first-ever cycle tour: three ‘bed nights’ and four
cycling days, together with Peter Hancock, a cycling school friend. Our
destination, the Peak District, was his suggestion. I’d been a keen cyclist for a
couple of years by then, so was reasonably familiar with North Wales, always the
‘natural’ destination for Merseyside cyclists. But the Peak District? I didn’t even
know where it was: in retrospect, my geographical ignorance at 15 is
embarrassing!
So, although I had (vaguely) heard of it, I knew nothing about the Peak
District. To my surprise, I learnt that it was only a day’s ride from our homes on
the Wirral. From Cheshire’s western extremity, we would have to cycle across the
wide Cheshire plain, and enter Staffordshire for our first night at Ilam Hall YH.
On day runs I’d never been further east than Beeston Castle, so this was quite an
exciting prospect. Our route lay through small Cheshire towns previously
unknown to us: Winsford, Middlewich, Holmes Chapel and Congleton, before
encountering the hills around Leek, the western edge of the Peak District.
In those days the YHA had three
membership categories: Senior, Junior and
Juvenile. As I wasn’t 16 until September that
year, I was a Juvenile. Up to the 1980s
“juvenile” was often followed by the word
“delinquent” or “court”, so it was an unfortunate
title for the YHA’s Under 16s! Even today it
tends to be used pejoratively, implying
childishness in outlook or behaviour. This
embarrassing description survived into the late
1960s, when the YHA sensibly changed it to
“Young”.
In the 1950s the overnight charge was
the same at all hostels, irrespective of whether
they were a small wooden shack or a massive
stone mansion. Ilam Hall was in the latter
category, and in 1951 our bednight fee as
‘Juveniles’ was 9d (nine old pence) – or about
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4p. Supper and breakfast were 1/6 each – so at 3/9 we were travelling for less than
20p a night in modern money. The whole four days must have cost us less than a
quid!
Post-war austerity, including food rationing, was still rampant, so hostel
meals were very basic. Fairly typical would be boiled potatoes with baked beans
and ‘sausages’ consisting mainly of breadcrumbs, herbs and soya flour! There
were shortages of many other everyday items too. Hostel crockery was always
second-hand and very mixed, obviously picked up cheaply at auction. As for
cutlery, the YHA handbook urged us to “bring KFS.” In other words, don’t forget
to pack knife, fork & spoon in your saddlebag or rucksack!
My Hercules Kestrel saddlebag was not quite big enough to hold even my
few modest overnight requirements, so I increased luggage space slightly by
digging out my old leatherette gas mask case from junior school days during the
War (nothing was thrown away in the 1940s!) This was draped handily over the
saddlebag, with the shoulder strap looped around the seat pillar.
Almost as soon as we arrived at Ilam we were given our “duty”: collecting the
hostel’s milk from a farm somewhere outside the gates. The circumstances would
have appalled today’s Health & Safety Executive. The Warden handed us a huge
OPEN pail into which the farmer poured the milk. It was
heavy, so we had to carry it back between us, which was
awkward, causing the milk to slurp wildly from side to
side. This made us giggle, which of course increased the
slurping as we returned unsteadily up the track. By the
time the milk reached the warden’s kitchen, I think we
had probably shed about a third of it on the way!
A few weeks later, over the Whitsun Bank
Holiday weekend (remember that?), Peter Hancock and I
reached Snowdonia for the first time, spending a couple
of nights at Dolwyddelan YH – later renamed Lledr
Valley. Finally, in that first year of hostelling, I had a
four-day solo tour in late August, staying at Oaklands,
Snowdon Ranger and Roewen. The next time I stayed at Snowdon Ranger was in
October 2002 – half a century later!
Those early trips were funded mainly by my Saturday job as delivery boy
for Pegrams, a local grocery with which my family was ‘registered’ for rations.
Between 8.30am and about 1pm I pedalled a heavy delivery bike around the
district (huge front basket, single gear, fat tyres, 3/16” chain, etc.), for which I
think Mr Manley paid me 3/- (15p). Perhaps this sluggish dreadnought helped my
fitness!
The following summer, 1952, saw a much more ambitious YH venture. A
Sixth Form friend and I headed south for a whole fortnight, reaching the Isle of
Wight (Sandown YH) and returning via London. The first day of this tour was my
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longest run yet, 95 miles to Chaddesley Corbett YH, between Kidderminster and
Bromsgrove. To this day I wonder why we didn’t bother to ‘round it up’ by a
mere five extra miles to make the century!
I’m afraid the whole of this long tour followed a very simple town-totown main road route. The first day was typical: Chester, Whitchurch, Wellington
(Telford didn’t yet exist), Bridgnorth – all on ‘A’ roads. To be fair, this apparently
unimaginative use of main roads was the inevitable result of our cartographical
poverty. Even if we had heard of Bartholomew’s ½″ maps, there’s no way we
could have afforded the large number needed to cover the whole route. Nor could
we have found room for them anyway!
Looking back, I’m amazed to recall that our ‘map’ for the whole fortnight
was just a thin, tatty 1930s ‘route-finding’ road booklet, about A5 size and
obviously aimed at motorists. I found it somewhere at home. Judging by its cheap
cover and adverts, it had probably been given away free by some Birkenhead
garage. The scale was something like 10 or 12 miles to the inch, so it covered the
whole UK in a few pages and showed no lanes at all
– nor was there any contouring or colouring. Most of
our cycling therefore had to be on main roads – but
of course they were very much quieter 70 years ago.
Petrol rationing had ended only months before – and
car ownership was still uncommon, anyway.
Until now, I had never in my life been
further south than North Wales, so this was a
landmark tour for me. I can still remember my
excitement that first morning as we approached a
roundabout on the Chester by-pass, where I had often
looked longingly at the large sign which indicated the
road to the left as something like “Whitchurch and
The South”. As an inexperienced provincial
teenager, I loved the all-embracing vagueness of and The South. Now that I was
actually taking this road I felt that I had become a real Cycle Tourist – at last!
Nevertheless, as I have invariably found when I try to look back over my
life, my recollections of that landmark tour, although so ‘special’ to me at the time,
are disappointing. They seem to consist mostly of random trivia, for I kept no
diary.
At Hannington YH (near Basingstoke), for example, I remember that one
entire wall of the large common room was ‘papered’ with an impressively huge
map of the whole of southern England. It was made up of what I now realise must
have been dozens of Barts ½" maps, carefully cut-and-pasted together.
And what other random trivia? At the Hospital of St Cross, Winchester,
we requested and received the “Wayfarer’s Dole” of free bread and ale. It had
begun in the early Middle Ages, but by 1952 had become merely a token taste of
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hospitality for visitors:
20thC travellers received just
a tiny cube of bread and a
mouthful of beer (suitably
served in a small horn cup,
as a historical touch).
At Arundel, the
Warden toured the
dormitories after Lights Out
with a torch, to make sure
that we all had sheet sleeping
bags of the approved YHA
The Hospital of St Cross, Winchester,
type. I never again
experienced such a check in my entire sixty years of hostelling!
In London, where both YHs were fully booked, we had to take a chance
on finding accommodation, and finished up in a cheap lodging-house near one of
the mainline stations: ten bob (ten shillings) (50p) a night for B&B (exorbitant!)
We had to share a dingy basement room with several others. Nowadays, I
suppose, as teenagers in such a place, we would have been considered as Exposed
to Risk! I also recall eating in the then well-known Lyons’ Corner Houses, little
knowing that a few years later, during National Service, I would be taking
weekend jobs in their kitchens to supplement my meagre Army pay.
In the 1950s, the NCU* (predecessor of the BCF) offered free
membership to National Servicemen, so I took advantage of this. My 1955 NCU
diary included a list of the highest roads in England, so on a few days’ leave in
September of that year I managed a short pass-bagging YH tour in the Yorkshire
Dales and Lake District. It included Killhope Moor (2056′), Fleet Moss (1932′),
Hartside (1904′), The Buttertubs (1726′), The Stang (1690′), the Kirkstone Pass
(1489′) and Bollihope (1396′).
My first experience of cycling and hostelling abroad was in 1957 during
my student days, when I spent about a fortnight in northern France, mainly the
Loire Valley. The franc had been devalued just before I went, so £1 bought me
about 1200 francs instead of only 1000 – a welcome bonus. This tour was
protracted somewhat by my stubborn insistence on cycling most of the way there
and back, instead of sensibly using the train in England. My first day from home
was about 140 miles to Greens Norton (a hostel which had been part of a wartime
camp for Italian PoWs). Reaching the south coast, I hopped the Channel from
Lydd to Le Touquet in about 10 minutes. It was my first-ever flight. RORO seaferries were still new and rare, and Silver City Airways offered motorists and
cyclists a freighter service in a little pot-bellied RORO aircraft designed to carry
three cars. The fare was £3 for me and half-a-crown (12½p) for my bike – and no
need even to take the bags off!
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As with my South of England tour five years earlier, I have only sketchy
memories of France. On several occasions, usually in small villages, I was
embarrassed but rather flattered when children ran to the side of the road, clapping
me as I approached. I hardly looked like a TdF coureur, so perhaps all cyclists got
this welcome!
The temporary ‘hostel’ I found in central Paris was actually just large tents
in a park, with the camp beds touching each other. For a day or two I teamed up
with a German lad. He knew no English and I no German. We managed to
communicate, after a fashion, in stumbling French!
The 1960s were the real Boom Years for my hostelling statistics – partly
accounted for by numerous school cycling (and walking) tours from
Loughborough and Bradford, usually a week to ten days in duration. My
‘record’ year was 1962, when I clocked up 48 bednights
– an aggregate of seven weeks kipping in hostel
bunks!
But I enjoyed many personal YH trips as
well, sometimes weekends and sometimes much
longer ventures. My preference when alone was
always to travel ‘on spec’, just making it up as I went
along. In 1965, for example, a three-week meandering solo tour
took the form of a huge figure 8, with Loughborough at the intersection. It
averaged just under 70 miles a day. The northern loop touched Saltburn and
Swaledale; the southern loop travelled west to Shropshire, then down the Welsh
border and across to Marlborough and London, where I called in at CTC HQ – still
in Craven Hill in London in those days. Heading towards the Cotswolds on my
way back, I arrived at the recently-opened Lee Gate YH in the Chilterns just as the
warden was up a ladder screwing the new YHA sign in place. Another trivial
memory!
In 1966, a year after it opened, a colleague and I walked the Pennine Way
north from Edale, staying mostly at YHs. Alas, after a fortnight and about 185
miles to Alston, we were obliged to abandon because of foot-&-mouth disease in
Northumberland! So, like my ill-fated End-to-End cycle trip on retirement in
1997, it was never completed
And later that year (1966) I moved from Loughborough to Bradford,
where my future life as a cyclist was to change – for I met Margaret. (To be
concluded next time)
*The National Cyclists’ Union was founded in 1878 to regulate UK cycle
racing. In 1959, after 18 years of bitter rivalry with the British League of Racing
Cyclists, the NCU & BLRC sank their differences, and the two bodies united to
form the British Cycling Federation (now just British Cycling).
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Charnwood Musings
Martin Bulmer writes
Writing in October, it seems a long, long time since Spring.
“Covid Spring”, you might call it, when the roads were quiet
and the weather was warm and sunny, but we couldn’t ride in
groups and we weren’t supposed to stray beyond walking
distance from our home or to exercise for more than an hour
a day. I think I managed to comply with this, at first by not
going out at all on the principle that a one-hour ride wasn’t
worth getting changed for, then by devising a couple of local
circular rides that took about an hour. Living in Thringstone
as I do, a couple of those rides involved climbing up to
Mount St Bernard’s Abbey and taking in the marvellous view
Dave Spencer leads
across the Trent Valley into Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire;
fine compensation for all the palaver of preparing for such short rides.
I could vary things a bit by alternating between clockwise and anticlockwise.
I found after a week or two that my hour-long ride was taking somewhat less than an
hour, so I had to go a slightly longer way round to fill in the time. In short, I was
getting faster.
Now, speed has never interested me. I never raced, I never did time trials, I don’t even
consider my cycling to be exercise, let alone sport but I quite enjoyed the fact that I
was getting up those hills a lot more easily.
I worried a little that when our club cycling resumed, I would not be able to do the
distance, modest though that now is, but since we’ve been allowed out again as a
group I have found that up to 50 miles is quite comfortable. In addition, some places
seem closer together than I remember, so maybe it’s worth keeping up my shorter,
faster mid-week rides in order to better enjoy the longer ones. Not as exercise, you
understand, I don't do exercise.
Since we were given the go-ahead to resume club rides, the permitted numbers have
varied, with new rules cutting in every few weeks concerning how many people from
how many households we are allowed to accommodate, and it’s not always clear what
constitutes a ‘bubble’. We do the best we can to observe the rules and I think we have
managed so far.
The Leicestershire & Rutland President’s Ride, led by Charnwood’s Jim Gerrard, took
place on September 13th, starting at Market Bosworth. We were permitted up to 30
riders at that time, which, despite a fine day and a good turn-out, we didn't quite
achieve. The Tithe Barn Café at the Bosworth Battlefield Heritage Centre had just
reopened during the previous week as a takeaway with seating in the courtyard where
elevenses were enjoyed. The summer weather was holding out and the George and
Dragon at Stoke Golding was the lunch venue. Charnwood section has found itself
lunching at this pub on a number of occasions recently, as the car-park has been
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furnished with tables for outdoor eating and drinking, with table service making the
process safe and convenient. The ride was most enjoyable and it felt as if normality
was returning.
In later weeks, the “Rule of 6” came back in so we have to be prepared to split into
more than one group if necessary.
Other places visited have included cafés at Sutton
Wharf, Fradley Junction and Willington as well as
pubs at Ratcliffe Culey, Coton in the Elms and
Elford. With the National Memorial Arboretum café
requiring bookings, we ventured into Alrewas itself,
where The Bank Coffeehouse gave us a good
welcome. It was our first visit, but other cycling
groups had clearly discovered it before us. I always
think you can judge a good café by the number of
bikes propped up outside, and this one certainly lived up to its bike-park promise.
By mid-October, which is when I am writing this, the temperature was dropping a
little, and our outdoor lunch stop was a little chilly. It took a few miles' riding after
lunch before I warmed up again. I can’t help wondering if we will have to change our
ways over the winter, maybe having one-stop rides. Time will tell.
We remain hopeful that Coronavirus will eventually be controlled and we can sit
beside, or in some cases (Lyn) practically on top of, a nice warm fire for our lunch
stops.
This year’s Charnwood holiday in May had to be cancelled. Plans are in hand to have
a holiday in September 2021, probably based on a mobile/static camping site rather
than our customary shared cottages. Let us hope that this pandemic is over by then.

NEW MEMBERS
Peter Witting reports:Regular readers will know that we welcome new members
and list them by their location. However, due to “Data
Protection Issues”(!) National Office are unable to supply any
info. for this edition. However we still welcome them to the Group and hope they
will join in our local activities.
By virtue of your CTC/Cycling UK Club Membership, there are no additional
fees or subscriptions to pay for riding with your local group, so why not go
along and try one of our group rides? Contact the ride organiser first so that
he/she can welcome you on the day. You won’t regret it.
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A SHORT TOUR OF THE
ALGARVE IN FEBRUARY
By Judy Dawson
Day 1. Leicester to Estoi
We flew to Faro with Ryan Air leaving Leicester at 1.30 pm. By 7.30pm we were
in a hotel room in Estoi 8 miles north of the airport, marvelling at the warmth of
the world in the Algarve. We booked a taxi to take us from the airport to our hotel
in Estoi. Our bikes stood waiting for us in the courtyard of the hotel. The bike
rental firm arrange delivery and you put the pedals on and turn and tighten the
handlebars. www.cycling-rentals.com will deliver to any destination in Spain or
Portugal. We specified the pedal type, our inside leg measurements and heights on
line when we booked. Neil chose an aluminium touring bike with rack and I chose
a small aluminium road bike. I carry my luggage in a Carradice saddle bag and
Neil took his two Ortlieb panniers. I chose to take my own saddle. The rental
company supply a pedal spanner, multi tool, spare inner tube, tyre levers and can
supply panniers if requested. The hotel in Estoi had ample room to take delivery
of the bikes the day before our arrival but beware the requirement that the hotel
needs to be able to store very large cardboard cartons somewhere dry so that they
are available for use a week later when the bikes are returned. Our hotel in Estoi
couldn’t have been more helpful but some of the places we stayed wouldn’t have
had the storage room available. Estoi is immediately adjacent to the main A22
motorway but as a cyclist you wouldn’t know it was there and there are several
quiet routes out of Estoi
Day 2. Estoi to Silves
We set out for Silves. It was a 40 mile zig zag through the almond blossom, the
lemon groves and fields of olive trees in temperatures that were very comfortable.
We soon realised that the N125 was best avoided. Every white van man and every
lorry in the Algarve seems to want to use it. Neil had researched a route and
loaded it onto his Garmin. He used street view to check out that the tiny roads we
wanted to use were tarmac but it wasn’t a perfect science.
Good maps are not a Portuguese speciality and although we
found contoured large scale walking maps, they were not
good for cycling. Tiny roads through orange groves did
sometimes run out of tarmac, sending us back the way we had
come. The terrain is gently undulating with no big hills so it
wasn’t a problem. We had plenty of time, the weather was
good. We stopped for coffee in Almancil and again in Algoz.
Each small community has at least one pastelaria (cake and
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coffee shop) which will make fresh sandwiches for €1.5 each. Coffee outside the
tourist hot spots costs as little as €0.70. Our route followed the railway line and
allowed an escape route via the train if the weather was really poor.
Day 3. Silves to St Bartholomew of Messines and back to Sillves
We planned a days ride without luggage north east following quiet roads to the
Barrage do Arrade ( a large reservoir) and then lunch in a pastelaria then back to
Silves. It was a lovely ride, climbing gradually all the way. No traffic, good
tarmac, good weather, lovely scenery, wonderful wild flowers. Everything was a
fantastic shade of green with small scale farming all around us. The town is
nothing special. I had a look round the market. I like to see what the locals are
buying and selling. The answer in February is fresh tiny broad beans, fresh fish,
oranges, heaps of dried beans. I was looking forward to a nice gentle freewheel
downhill after lunch but we soon discovered that the road we had chosen to return
to Silves was anything but gentle and the tarmac was as rough as it gets. Hanging
on to the brakes for dear life I was pleased to get to the bottom of the first hill.
Other cyclists were using the N124 which has lovely smooth tarmac but that
would have been too easy.
Day 4 Silves to Lagos
We headed out of town going west on a wonderful road which wanders about the
flood plain of the River Arade and the Ribiera de Odelouca. It is flat and very
pretty. The sun shone and we were soon in short sleeves. The road is lined in
places with Eucalyptus trees and Acacia trees in full bloom. The Acacia flowers
are bright yellow. The tarmac was dreadful but there was very little traffic so we
could wander around the worst of the pot holes. We went north as far as Dobra
then turned to climb over Monte Nova. The tarmac suddenly ran out because the
roadmen had scraped the surface off
ready for resurfacing. It was ok when
climbing but really tough descending
and we were both pleased to reach
the N266. Not for long because we
needed to head west through Casas
Velhas and past the International
Autodrome of the Algarve.
Everything was bright green or
orange. We stopped for lunch in
Odiaxere, a look round the windmill
and a market and following tiny
roads through almond and fig
Odiaxere windmill
orchards we wandered up and down
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towards Lagos. The floodplain of the Ribeira de Bensafrim has meant that this
approach into Lagos is undeveloped. The last 2.5 km on the N120 was fairly quiet.
We had booked accommodation for two nights near the beach at Dona Ana which
is at the extremity of the developed area of Lagos. Lagos has lots of restaurants,
shops, apartments, hotels, a train station, a fort and a large marina. It has fantastic
cliff scenery, good beaches but too many people. The planning process appears to
have gone wrong with at least two derelict apartment blocks on the edge of town
that were never finished. You can rent a canoe or go on a boat trip to look at the
cliff scenery. It was too cold to swim in the sea.
Day 5 Lagos to Ponte da Piedade to Praia da Luz to Barao de St
Bartholomew to Lagos
Booking two nights in accommodation in
Lagos enabled us to do another ride without
luggage. We set out to be tourists, climbing
down to the sea at Ponte Piedade with all the
other tourists then cycled west to Praia da
Luz through what seemed to be an endless
watered golf course, tennis club and villa
land. It was an experience I don’t want to
repeat. We had coffee in an Irish bar in Praia
da Luz. Even the church service was held in
Praia da Luz
English and they were bursting out of the
doors. It was a relief to head out into the hills and we climbed up to Barao de St
Bartholomew for lunch. Aged hippiPraia da Luzes had all gathered in their beaten
up vans for a car boot sale of tat. There are three communities of Brits in the area
ranging from the aged hippy clutching a guitar and a dog; the golf club wielding
villa land man; and the modern camper van community spending the winter
somewhere warm.
Day 6 Lagos to Tavira
A fifteen minute ride from our accommodation to the train station in Lagos was
enough to get us pretty wet and it rained heavily all day. The train ride was great.
The rolling stock is old and features guards vans with hooks for bikes. Beware the
huge step and I had real difficulty getting the bike in and out. The TV news
featured storm force winds and rain in much the same way as snow is featured on
British news broadcasts. Tavira is a lovely pretty town with a roman bridge, a nice
square, lots of restaurants, a castle and a river. If the weather had been good we
would have got off the train in Faro and cycled from Faro to Tavira. Tavira has a
bike rental shop Abilio Cycle rentals with rows and rows of bikes ranging from
electric to carbon. A one centre holiday in Tavira would be perfectly possible with
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some lovely riding nearby. Their website gives a range of routes that you can
download.
Day 7 Tavira to Estoi
We woke to sunny skies and headed north on the A397. There was no traffic
about and with a good road surface all was fine for 3km until we realised that our
left turn off the road was a dirt track into an orange grove. With a choice of
retracing steps and using the N270 out of Tavira or taking the dirt track we chose
the dirt track. Despite the rain the surface was well compacted and it wasn’t too
bad until we hit the river bed and a
footpath through the orange groves.
We could see telegraph wires
indicating that tarmac was near but it
was slow going, steep and muddy. We
were aiming for Santa Catarina da
Fonte do Bispo for lunch where
inevitably we found a pastellaria with
its own selection of cakes named after
the village. We just had to try one. We
had intended climbing up into the
mountains after lunch but we took one
Santa Catarina da Fonte do Bispo
look at the weather and instead
headed south on the N398 to escape heavy rain. At Moncarapacho we had some
route finding difficulty so a bit more lifting bikes over fences and pushing along
dirt tracks was called for . It was good to cycle back into Estoi and settle into the
same hotel for a comfortable night and repack the bikes into their boxes. Estoi has
two restaurants, a bar, some functional shops, three fountains and lots of narrow
alleyways. Its location away from the coast means that it hasn’t been spoilt by
over development.
Day 8 Estoi to Faro and flight home
The bus service from Estoi to Faro is infrequent. We used Uber for a cab into
town, had a look round the old town, had lunch and then caught the bus from the
bus station out to the airport. It is a pretty old town. Bad weather delayed our
flight but we got home eventually.
Would I return?
Yes. The Algarve is very beautiful in spring. I would return to Tavira, Estoi and
Silves but I would miss out Lagos. The railway line that runs along the coast is
very useful in bad weather. The temperature in February on a good day is 18 to 23
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degrees C but it does rain and it can be windy. The cakes are wonderful. Lunches
and coffees were cheap. Portion size in restaurants is usually huge with fish sold
in price per kilo. We spoke no Portuguese but we found everyone spoke English.
We preferred the riding away from the coast. We found the terrain interesting
without being tough. Many of the streets in the old parts of towns are cobbled.
Some of the tarmac is very poor. The almond blossom, the wildflowers, the
orange and lemon groves, the fig orchards, the acacia trees are all fantastic in
February. The bikes hired were fine for a week’s holiday although we both found
the reach on the brake levers uncomfortable when descending rough steep tarmac.

BULGARIAN CYCLING
Dave Binks continues his CTC Tour of Bulgaria in 2019
Tuesday 9 July
Vacha Reservoir (613m) to Devin.
31mls, 844m total ascent, max ht 1119m
A late start because the
hotel didn't start breakfast
until 9.00am, then
someone had a
mechanical problem (a
broken seat clamp bolt)
that took a while to fix, so
it was gone 10.00am
before se set off. The
route continued along the
edge of the reservoir,
giving some good views,
Vascha Reservoir but also along the
roadworks with the big
machines attacking the rock face at the roadside. Having been waved through a
few times, we eventually had to stop for about 10mins whilst they cleared a big
pile of debris out of the way.
We were entering an area that used to be the border between the communist bloc
country of Bulgaria and the Western orientated country of Greece. This meant that
the USSR imposed strict conditions on the people and villages in the area. Those
already there could stay, but no one could enter without good reason and
permission, and no new development was permitted. This did cause some real
hardship to various groups who used to be nomadic in nature. Of course, both
Bulgaria and Greece are now in the EU, so all that security situation has
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disappeared, but the area still
has a dowdy feel to it.
After about 12 miles, the road
left the valley and immediately
started to climb and continued
to do so for the next 12 miles
and 500m until we reached the
tiny village of Liaskovo. Like
the previous long climb, this
was boring, with no views to
break the monotony, but at
Road Mending
least the surface was flawless.
Here lunch had been arranged in a small traditional restaurant. How anyone found
it I don't know, tucked away up a rough track in an obscure village in rural
Bulgaria.
Whilst waiting for everyone to arrive we sat in a small pergola in the garden of the
restaurant and drank cold drinks. It was here that a small bat was spotted sleeping
in the rafters. Our host told us it had been living there for 4 years!
Lunch was good, and I was ready for it after the hard little climb. Stuffed peppers
and tomatoes and cucumber followed by chopped fruit under a custard like mix
was perfect. During the meal, we were entertained with the local version of
bagpipes playing local tunes, and singing and dancing by the owner and his staff.
He even had a small museum of old household items and clothes to show us.
The threatened rain only produced a few spots as we left and Rode through the
1km long tunnel saving a big climb into the next valley. I had put lights on just in
case, but there were lights inside, plus the far end was visible. The tour leader,
who I was finding was overcautious, said to ride on the pavement at the side of the
tunnel in case 2 lorries came through at once. However, only one small van passed
me, and the pavement was,
in my opinion, too narrow
to ride on safely, so I
stayed on the well surfaced
road. Some people think
we become invisible in
tunnels!
During the descent after
the tunnel, my back tyre
started squirming and I
had to change the inner
tube before carrying on.
The valley floor took us
past some long water
Bagpipes at lunchtime
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troughs, until the hotel, a trout
farm, was reached at the early
time of 3pm. Then it became
obvious what the long troughs
were for, more fish farms.
An optional extra climb was on
offer, but I decided to leave it
until tomorrow when we were
due to stay another night.
When I arrived, only a few
minutes after the others, I was
Outside the lunch stop
gently "told off" by the tour
leaders. For some reason they thought I had decided to miles extra, over the top of
the mountain (if that was even possible) on my own without telling them. All I
had done was go a few hundred yards further into the lunch village than the
restaurant! I was not impressed that they thought I would have done that.
That evening, the 17 of us sat down to dinner.
7.30pm, 3 large plates of salad of tomato, cucumber, shredded cheese came to
share between us all. This was all eaten quite quickly.
8.15 plates removed.
8.20 a fried trout, and luke warm boiled potatoes arrive on a cold plate. One
portion per person on our own individual plates.
8.40 we had all finished
9.00, tour leader asks if anyone is still hungry, I and one or two others say yes, so
another "main course" is ordered.
9.20pm one large platter with 2 fish plus some fried vegetables arrive. 6 people
suddenly decide they are still hungry after all and dig into it.
9.35 I order, at extra cost, a dessert
9.45 dessert arrives
9.57 pm I finish my meal, some have gone to their rooms, some are still with me
at the table.
We were asked to order our main meal
for tomorrow night, and these orders
were taken. But we were then told to be
prepared to share, but if, as I had done,
you had ordered a hotpot in a (hopefully)
single pot, you wouldn't have to share it.
One word sums up a Bulgarian meal Chaos!

Feeding the fish
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Wednesday 10 July
Day ride to Trigrad and Devil's Throat Cave
33mls, 653m total ascent. 1196m max ht. 824m start and end.
It had rained in the night, the sky was overcast and threatening and it was cool
enough to persuade me to put a base layer on as we went to breakfast.
Breakfast was good, scrambled egg, bread/toast, cheese, sausage meat, tomato, etc
and tea/coffee.
My tyre had gone flat again, so I had to fit another inner tube.
Today's destination was a large Cave named Devil's Throat Cave up a deep gorge.
The day brightened and warmed up very quickly and the base layer quickly came
off. We descended back partway on yesterday's route before turning left through a
small town. Another left into the road on which the Cave was sited and we
regrouped. The hoped for coffee stall was shut, much to our disappointment and
that of the Bulgarian Border Security Police sited there to stop any possible illegal
immigrants coming into Bulgaria from Greece which was at the end of the road,
about 10 miles away.
From this point on, the route got interesting, with it running alongside a small
river and into an ever narrowing and steep sided gorge. Soon the road was twisting
and turning and the rock face beside the road was heavily undercut in places,
leaving us riding under hundreds of tons of rock. A dark tunnel with a curve and
no lights was a bit scary, but as soon as we had gone in a few yards, the light from
the other end could be seen.
Narrow bridges crossed from one side of the
river to the other, and the River got steeper
and became a cascade down the rocks, all in
warm sunshine. The rock faces either side got
closer and higher and it was quite dramatic.
We passed the entrance to the Cave on our
way to the restaurant about a kilometre
further on. There we spent a good hour and a
half enjoying some soft drinks and then a
good lunch. A wooden "motorbike" caused
some amusement as we took it in turns to
straddle it and have our pictures taken.
Then it was back to the Cave, where warm
clothes and walking shoes were taken from
the support vehicle, and an English speaking
guide told us what we would see.
The Cave has reputedly the largest
"Cathedral" (void) in the Balkans, and is large
enough to hold the entire Cathedral of Sofia,
and the water rushing into it at the top takes
Along the gorge
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90 minutes to come out at
the bottom. However, the
speed of the water is such
that they claim the water
travels 25km in hidden
water channels before it
emerges.
It was indeed impressive,
but being relatively young
(in Cave terms) there are
no stalactite or stalagmites
yet.
When we emerged back

The wooden motorbike

into the much
warmer outdoors the Looking down the “Devil’s Throat”
sun was still out, but
black clouds were
looming. We could
have ridden further
up the road almost
to the Greek border,
but a few spots of
rain deterred us. As
we retraced back,
the rain came down
in increasing
intensity and
thunder and
lightning was
overhead, and rain jackets were quickly donned. A couple of us went into a small
bar for a while to see if it would pass over, which it seemed to be doing. But soon
after we continued it came on heavier and heavier until the thought of doing the
optional extra climb saved from yesterday became most unattractive and so it was
straight back to the comfort of the hotel.
Unlike last night, the evening meal was much better. The usual two platters of
salad arrived to be shared between all 16 of us, then a long wait. But unlike last
night, we had been able to pre-order our main course, which for me, was a
chicken hotpot. This was delicious and filling.
Another ice cream and fruit dessert was demolished and I retired happy.
Tomorrow will hopefully be a dry day, and being only a short one, should allow
time for the an optional climb.
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Thursday 11 July
33mls, total ascent 1246m,
max ht 1383m
Height at start 824m, at end
1256m.
From Devin to Dospat.
The rain from yesterday had
all cleared in the morning.
But in Northern Greece, not
that far from where we were,
some people had been killed
in a very violent storm. This
fortunately, never reached us. ….a photo to prove we had actually got up there
As the day was set to be fair,
but not very long, three of us opted to do the extra climb to a village way up in the
hills. We left before the others, so as to give us a chance to catch them later, and
very soon turned off the valley road and immediately started climbing in warm
sunshine. The road was a dead end, so traffic was extremely light as we twisted
and turned up the convoluted road. Occasionally the surface was very poor, but
this was very localised and generally it was acceptable, provided care was taken
not to hit one of the many small stones that had fallen from the adjacent rock face.
The climb was only short, at 3 miles, but it did go up 400m in that time. As we
neared the village, we got some views looking southwards, along the valley
towards Greece.
The target village of Beden was reached, but it was a strange place. Lots of well
kept modern houses, but virtually no-one around. We guessed it had grown from a
tiny hamlet for shepherds into a holiday homes village for wealthy Bulgarians.
Soon, after a photo to prove we had actually got up there, we freewheeled back
down to the valley road. We passed the Border Police guards again, but this time
the kiosk was open, so a quick fruit drink was quaffed while watching the tail end
of the main group, who had not done the extra climb and thus not left yet, ride
away.
We soon caught the slower ones and arrived at the lunch stop at 11.45am in the
village of Borino, in a small restaurant with a grandstand view of the town's well
kept football pitch. Terraced seats led down to the playing field, and we wondered
how often they played there, and how well supported. Lunch was disappointing. A
bowl of tasty vegetable soup, then, after we had finished eating it, a piece of
bread, and a plate of fresh fruit, to be shared. Tasty, but not enough. The
destination was little more than 10 miles away, and as it was only 2.00pm, there
was no rush.
(To be continued)
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The Isolated Glens of Scotland
By Judy Dawson
Having done one or two tours in previous years staying in
different B&B’s or hostels each day and moving on no
matter what the weather, we decided to change the routine
a bit this year and explore several empty glens from one
base. All of these glens are dead-ends, so guaranteed to be
quiet and traffic-free. We particularly wanted to explore
the ancient woodlands of Glen Affric. We studied the map
and looked at which other quite glens were nearby. Using
the car to get to Scotland gave us the flexibility for us to break the journey
in different places, and gave us the freedom to self-cater with ease and to
do some walking as well as riding.
We planned a night in Hawick and two nights in Coshieville near
Aberfeldy. We wanted to explore Glen Lyon and a recommendation from a
friend in Thailand took us to a guest house at Coshieville in Perthshire. We
booked 7 nights in Eskadale near Beauly to facilitate glen exploration and
on the return trip we planned to break the journey home with another night
in the Scottish Borders.
Days 1 & 2
Drive via Hawick from Leicester to Coshieville in Perthshire, where we
took a short ride to
remind ourselves that
our legs could still turn
the pedals after hours in
the car. We ate in
Aberfeldy which has a
choice of restaurants, a
cinema and plenty of
walking options. The
Birks of Aberfeldy is a
glorious walk which we
had done on a previous
trip to the area.
Aberfeldy Town Centre
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Day 3 - Cycling in Glen Lyon.
The glen is billed as the longest,
loveliest and loneliest glen in
Scotland. It has red squirrels, a
rushing river, fantastic scenery, a
wonderful cafe/ post office part way
up the glen at Bridge of Balgie, a
couple of artists studios which were
open as part of the Perthshire Open
Glen Lyon
Studios event, a good hotel and very
few cars. At the far end there is the
inevitable reservoir and what is known locally as the hydro road which
climbs over the mountain to drop down to Killin and give the option of
returning to Coshieville via the A827 along Loch Tay. There is also the
option of climbing out of the glen at Bridge of Balgie, crossing over the
massif of Ben Lawers and descending to Loch Tay. This is a steeper climb
than the hydro road but the tarmac is better than the hydro road. Neil
decided to take the hydro road, while I took the option to return before the
climbing began in earnest. The glen has a lovely hotel at Fortingall and
let’s face it we all like a coffee and lunch stop. Neil managed a tea stop in
Killin as well whilst I opted for chatting to artists in their studios and doing
a few less miles. We ate an evening meal at the Fortinghall Hotel and
listened to some impromptu live folk music in the bar. The chef sings as
well as cooks.
Day 4 - Bagging a Munroe
We set out to walk up the local Munroe, Ben Lawers. It has been a while
since I climbed a Scottish mountain. It was a glorious day with fantastic
views. It is a popular mountain with some very unusual vegetation. In the
end we satisfied ourselves with the mountains slightly smaller sister next
door, Ben Ghlas. It was still a hefty 1103 m. Going up was fine but our
cyclists legs struggled with the descent and we both spent time nursing sore
muscles in warm baths. The views of Loch Tay and down into Glen Lyon
were magnificent.
We drove on to Eskadale near Beauly where we had rented a one bedroom
cottage. There isn’t a huge supply of rented accommodation in the area. It
suited us very well although I groaned at the rough, stony, steep drive
down to the cottage from the road when I first saw it. We cooked on an
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Aga for the first time and enjoyed the all
enveloping warmth of a big kitchen with an
Aga blasting heat out all day long. It was
September and I was glad that I had brought
winter weight riding gear.
Day 5 - Walking in Glen Affric.
Aga Cooker
As the Scottish weather had reverted to type,
we decided on a walking day. We used the car to get to Dogga Falls. There
are a number of waymarked walks in Glen Affric from various Forestry
Commission car parks. In pouring rain and full waterproofs we enjoyed
the scenery but we didn’t go far or fast.
Day 6 - Cannich
It is always fun cycling new roads and in glorious sunshine we set off to
ride from Eskadale following the river. Think mature birch woods, no cars,
red squirrels, and a single track road with passing places. We soon realised
that the road was our own personal cycle way. The road dips and rises
passing the grave of ‘Bambi, the oldest red deer in Scotland’. It is a lovely
ride. There is a restaurant, cafe, shop, campsite, school , shinty pitch and
church in Cannich. The A831 on the northwest side of the river is also
single track, a little wider and carries very little traffic so we returned by
this route as far as Struhy in order to get back to base.
Day 7
We wanted to explore Glen Strathfarrar and we were not disappointed.
A private road leads
west from Struhy on
the A831.The
guidebooks say it is
a good ride for
children. Anything
that is good for kids
is good for me! It is
good for children
because the road is
gated and access is
restricted to people
Glen Strathfarrar
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who have arranged to get a key to the gate lock. The road is closed on
Tuesdays but it is open to walkers and cyclists at all times. There is room to
get a bike around the side of the gate so you don’t need to apply for a key.
Large stretches of the tarmac were freshly laid and mirror smooth. The glen
has a huge variety of scenery with Scots pines, mature birch wood, lochs, a
rushing river and very little traffic. We met a few contractors fitting power
cables, a few fishermen and four cyclists. We cycled 40 miles and climbed
500 metres.
Day 8 Glen Affric.
We chose to ride to where the tarmac runs out . Rough stuff riders can
continue off road and stay at the youth hostel at Altbeithe. If you have the
legs you can ride all the way to the west coast. It is another quiet glen with
a few tourists driving up to the Forestry Commission car parks and
waymarked walks. It is a single track road with passing places ending in a
car park with picnic tables. The scenery is magnificent with huge rocky
crags, waterfalls, mature birchwood, bilberries, bog and bracken. The road
climbs and dips and winds about so there is not a boring moment. The
great thing about the glens is that you work hard to climb up then at the end
of the day you get a lovely sweeping descent as you return. We chose to
finish the ride with a diversion to the coffee shop at Tomich. Tomich is a
pretty village with a hotel and a coffee shop.
Tomich Hotel

Day 9 - Glen Cannich.
Like lots of the glens, the tarmac road ends at a dam and a power station
and again it is a single track road with passing places. There is a stiff climb
out of Cannich and then a descent to the river before a steady climb up the
glen. New tarmac meant that our tyres stuck and it felt like riding on a
sticky radiator. The mirror smooth new tarmac didn’t last and it was a hard
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ride into a very stiff headwind with truly magnificent scenery on all sides.
The feeling of isolation and emptiness was very powerful and we met no
one all day. We ate our sandwiches outside Mullardoch House near the
end of the tarmac. This is now a huge self catering property advertised on
Airbnb for £2,000 per week. It must be one of the most isolated properties
advertised on Airbnb but importantly it has a shelter belt of trees around it
which afforded enough shelter against the wind to provide a reasonably
comfortable break. The tailwind and descent down the glen was marked by
a total lack of traffic and apart from waiting for the tarmac lorries to finish
laying more new tarmac we could have been in a world without cars.
Strava records
only 22 rides up
the Glen in 2019.
The vegetation is
very interesting
with some very
rare plants.

To be continued
Glen Cannich
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Cafe News
With the ongoing Covid situation the opening
hours of Cafes and Pubs is very fluid, so if
you are planning to go somewhere in
particular, check first, or take your own
emergency rations and accept the situation when you
are there. Takeaway businesses, such as shops selling
sandwiches and Greggs, are still able to sell for
consumption off their premises, but all proprietors
have to comply with Government guidelines and can
be fined heavily if they do not comply, so will apply
the rules as they see fit.
It’s just a grub stop to you, but to them, it’s their
livelihood!
Please accept the situation or make other plans.

WANTED - Your Photos
As I hope you have noticed, more photos are appearing in Cycle
Chat but we constantly need more. The advent of digital
photography has made taking, manipulating, distributing and
reproducing the images easy these days, so there is no excuse
for not giving your work a wider audience.
If you have some cycling related shots (not views) that would be suitable for
publication and you would like to share, email them to davebinks@ntlworld.com
Images must be in .jpg format (every digital camera does that automatically) and
I must have both the name of the photographer and his/her permission to use it.
I am particularly keen to see work that has been shot in vertical format because
then it can be used on the front cover!
To keep costs down, only shots printed on the outer covers are in colour, but I
can convert any others to black & white.
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CLUB RUNS LISTS
Unfortunately, due to the ongoing
Covid 19 “Lockdown” and self
isolation guidance, the local groups
have cancelled all regular Group
Rides until further notice although
some have tentatively made some
plans - see next pages.
You will have to be guided by HM Gov’s announcements as to
what you may do, and when, although there is some slight easing
of restrictions. At the date of going to press we are restricted to
groups of no more than 2, and thus the Groups cannot endorse
unrestricted Group Rides.

We need YOUR contribution
Cycle Chat is written and edited by volunteers, not paid correspondents. Your 75p per
copy hardly even covers the cost of printing and posting, it certainly doesn’t leave
enough to pay anyone.
Without sufficient input from our members and readers (you), Cycle Chat will just fade
away. Don’t just leave it to others all the time.
We need items from you, yes YOU!
Anything with a loose connection to cycling is welcome. Your best/worst ride; your
best/worst route/cycling holiday; your favourite or worst bit of kit; a recipe that would
be particularly appealing to other cyclists; tips; things to avoid; photos with a cycling
content (not just views); reminiscences of bygone days; letters of praise, or complaint;
requests for info; etc, etc; or anything else that springs to mind.
Don’t worry about your spelling or grammar; that is easily corrected by the editor who
will also do the layout and make it look really good on the printed page.
With most having access to a computer, writing a story is easy, you don’t have to do it
all in one go. A good technique is to write down the bare bones, then go back and
gradually fill in the details over the space of a week or two, thus letting your
subconscious work away in the background.
Yes, we ARE interested in what you have to say.
Please send whatever you have to the Editor. Address etc inside front cover.
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Charnwood Runs List
These are subject to Covid 19 Restrictions, so check first before travelling

Leicestershire & Rutland CTC Events 2020
Unfortunately, due to the ongoing uncertainty over Covid, the Committee
has reluctantly had to

CANCEL the Carol Service and Mince Pie Meetings
The AGM is POSTPONED until some time in the new year. Date to be
decided when the Covid situation becomes clearer.
However, the Photo Competition will go ahead, but “on line” and with a
later deadline than normal. See the notice elsewhere in this edition.
For any further information contact Neil Dixon
email - secretary@ctclr.org.uk or tel 07889854459.

The deadline for the Spring 2021 issue of
Cycle Chat is 1st February 2021
That edition will cover March, April & May 2021
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The Rides Below are subject to HM Gov’t Guidelines re Covid 19

Leicester Easy Riders
Because of the ongoing uncertainty re Covid 19,
No runs planned for next 3 months.
Contact Dave Smith 0116 241 7908 for further details
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CTC on tour, India

photo Dave Binks
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